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 singling out his over-emphatic allusion to Crotch and
 his table for our own purpose of suggesting that the
 habit of viewing musical questions chiefly from the
 scientific side induces a certain neglectfulness inL
 looking for and in seizing and appreciating those
 common facts and devices which the technical musi-
 cian has at his finger-ends. On that and many other
 accounts scientific men are out of their element when
 they invade the province of the technical theoriste
 Helmholtz himself is no exception.

 We have been told lateiy by a member of t}le
 Syndicate of Cambridge University that the theory
 of music means the under]ying science, and that
 what musicians choose to call the theory of music is
 nothing more than the " classiScation of chords ;"
 and we think it was in this very periodical that we
 read some time since a letter, either from a scientist
 of musical tastes, or, what is often still more deplor-
 able, a musician with a smattering of science, in which
 it was stated that musical theory was a question of
 ratios, &c., and " if it is not that," waid the writer,
 " it can all be put on half a sheet of music-paper."

 Now we are quite convinced with Dr. Pole, whose
 paper on the " Philosophy of Harmony" appears in
 the report, and we almost think with Mr. Bosanquet
 himself, that musical theory is not "that;" and
 moreover we are inclined to the opinion that it is the
 arithmetic of music which can be put on half a sheet
 of paper, anel that it is the technical classiIScation of
 sounds and chords which has so far fruitlessly occu-
 pied some of the best intellects, and will probably
 continue to occupy many minds for years to comc.
 Any dolt can add and subtract logs., or acquire at
 second-hand a few facts in physical science, but
 the true scientiSc aptitude which declares itself at
 once in the comparing and classifying of the figures
 and facts and adapting them to a specific purpose
 iS a very rare gift. To parody axl oid quotation
 " Would that our enemies, or scientific friends, would
 write a technical system of music ! " That is really
 what we want.

 It is very discouraging to think of the was;te of
 labour and love by some of our scientists in regard
 to music, the columns of ratios and lines of wnantissm
 piled and compiled with so little practical good. It
 iS the same more or less everywhere. We have be-
 fore us a critique in a French newspaper signed by
 a writer celebrated as a musical arithmetician and
 theorist, who in reviewing a batch of new books on
 ' Music and Physics" and " Physics and Music "
 laments the barrenness of the result as far as prac-
 tical music is concerned. The writer of that article
 knows all about Helmholtz, and how much musiciarYs
 might be and will be indebted to him when his
 discoveries are truly applied to musical theory. The
 musician does not expect the scientist to compose hts
 music for him-indeed the idea is too painful to
 entertain for a moment- but he does expect that the
 raw materials burrowed out with so much labour
 should be sufficiently well polished and put together
 to enable him to use them, and to advance a scientiSc

 * In Mr. Ellis's paper on " Pitch and Change of Pitch in Music," he
 says (page I3), 44 Mr. Herrman Smith writes to me that very few
 persons are able to discriminate between a perfect and a slightly
 imperfect interval of an octave. It is only by interposing another
 interval that you can be certain of an octave." That fact, sn
 our opiIlion, illustrates the whole question between scie ce and
 technique. Music is an affair of contrast. The illustration refers
 not only to pitch but to quality. A very good judge of a violin
 is apt to err unless he can compare itS tone with another instrument.
 In the sister art the varying effect of colours by juxtaposition is
 capable of scientific explanation. We have not arrived at that in
 music; but every one feels that the effects of intervals change by
 juxtaposition. The scientist nevertheless insists on specifiedintervals
 of the same pitch and of the same quality beong of the same tint
 in all cases.
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 MUSICIANS AND THEIR MASTERS.

 BY JOSEPH GREEN.

 THE " Proceedings of the Musical Association,"
 the third volume of which has just appeared, begin
 to be looked forward to in their printed form as an
 important annual. The report for I876-77 contains
 papers of considerable interest on various subjects
 connected with the mechanics, the science, the litera-
 ture, history, theory, and even the philosophy of the art.

 On the present occasion we intend to conlSne our-
 selves to one subject, not because it is by ans means
 of the most general interest, but because it is per-
 petually appearing in the discussions, and is one of
 the reasons for the existence of the Association. We
 refer to the opposite standpoints of science and
 technique in musical theory.

 In spite of the recent acoustical discoveries which
 occupy most attention in the scientific papers read at
 the meetings of the Association, no one at all versed
 in such matters can take a cursory glance at those
 papers without experiencing the indescribable feeling
 of sadness that a perusal of history, or even of an
 historical novel, is apt to excite.

 About a hundred and fifty years ago there was just
 such another scientiSc revival as seems to be now
 impendingamongst musical students. At that time
 a certain provincial organist in France was becoming
 a little crazed with the scientific novelty then known
 as " resonance." He subsequently published the
 notion that in addition to what we now call " over-
 tones," the vibrating chord set in motion othervibra-
 tions which gave an " undertone," or, to distinguish
 it from a phenomenon now better known by the same
 name, let us say "underfifth." Rameau, to whom
 we allude, quickly abandoned his hypothesis as a
 questi of physical science; but the musicsl device
 X ulgarly called " inversion " which he wanted to con-
 firm by a process of nature still remains what Mr.
 Bosanquet, in the report of the A1usical Association
 xTery well describes as "an extremely simple and
 powerful mode of exhibiting " the relationship of
 sounds. But we do not see very clearly why Mr.
 Bosanquet should emphasise his discovery by " com-
 ing down at once," as he says, " to Crotch " to call
 our attention to so old and familiar a fact as a scale
 or a triad and its inversion.

 M r. Bosanquet informs us that the system of a
 table he quotes from Crotch is " substantially" the
 same as the one Mr. Ellis emp] oys in his " Duodenes.
 The principle is exactly the same, excepting that in
 Mr. Ellis's system there is an attempt at classifica-
 tion and in Crotch's table there is none whatever
 ?\Ir. 93osanquet must have found the same system in
 theory books more than a century old. It is employed
 by Helmholtz in the little of mere technical theory
 he chooses to give us; it is employed by nearly all
 Continental theorists of our day, as well as by all
 recent commentators on the Greek system, who use
 it to show in our notation a transformed scale without
 chan¢,e of diapason in other words, the diSerence
 betsveen a Greek " tone," key, or " scale of transposi-
 tion," and a "mode" or "genus" contained in the
 key.

 Mr. Bosanquet, we are quite sure, for the sake of
 a common interest in the subj ect, will excuse us
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 , scale," or change of scale) and the recommendation,
 ir if followed up, would only result in a revival of the
 Greek modes and the Greek system of modulation.

 : We have a strong opinion that such is the system
 L which is to be the outcome of modern research in
 physical, physiological, and technical harmony. We
 cannot help seeing that svhen Mr. Bosanquet speaks
 of " recent theorists' he is alluding to Dr. Stainer
 and has a little mystiEed himself in the appreciation
 of Dr. Stainer's theory. As we choose to understand
 it, although we do not pretend to commit Dr. Stainer
 to any such views, his theory is a complete revival of
 the Greek system of modes and scales of transposition.
 His chords are vertical scales. As the consecutive
 chords are treated by Wagner and the modern com-
 posers, nearly every one of them could be identitSed
 with a Greek mode. Helmholtz has tried to show
 the same thing. Mr. Charles Child Spencer years
 ago identiSed, as Helmholtz has done, chords of the
 extreme sixth with the old Church modes. Dr. Day's
 system of chromatics is nothing more than the old
 Greek relative system insrerted; consequently his
 chromatics are all flats, excepting the sharp fourth
 which represents his one scale of transposition. We
 require more * and now that later commentators have
 dispelled our old notions as to the musical system of
 the Greeks, and their supposed total ignorance of
 harmony and modulation, there is no difficulty in
 assimilating within certain obvious limits the ancient
 and modern methods. The foundation of both is
 melody, " the essential basis of music,'> as the pro-
 phet of modern harmony, Helmholtz, tells us him-
 self, as a kind of parting advice on the subject
 though perhaps a little overstated. The principle of
 " rem1niscence " we now read so much of, and which
 is the foundation of melody, is described almost
 in the very words of H elmholtz by Serre a
 century and a quarter ago. It is that principle
 acknowledged by modern science which corrects
 or neutralises departures from truth of intonation in
 our chords, and allows of their being taken from a
 scale or one of its modes, and accounts for a domi-
 nant " ninth " either as 27: I6, as Helmholtz and Mr.
 Bosanquet require, or S :3, as Hauptmann and we
 think most musicians would make it in the majority
 of cases. Such combinations are not necessarily
 added sounds or the superposition of triads; they
 may be superposed modes, perhaps the Dorian
 system superposed on the Lydian.

 We should very mucll like to see a system in which
 the chords are taken independently even of a vertical
 scale, the modes it contains, or its framework. We
 have a notion that such a system would be perilously
 near the one fundamental and its illimitable harmonic
 series. A bare allusion to the comznon minor scale
 and the chords derived therefrom ought to be suffi-
 cient to demonstrate that neither Crotch nor any one
 else could employ harmony-intervals except as means
 of adjustment. By a merely undeveloped applica-
 tion of the principle of inversion, to which Crotch
 refers without making any practical use of it, the
 alteration of the B flat the chief oWender in our
 minor scale would force the musician into the
 dominant series of modes and keys- whereas the
 scale, like all minor modes in their pure forms,
 leans rather to the subdominant side. The isolated
 physical facts, the pure consonances, have there-
 fore to shift for themselves when they come into
 collision with stronger existencies. This is not a
 question of drawing a deep trench between the phy-
 sical and asthetical. Probably no such division
 exists. It is a question of hard fact, like science
 itself; and perhaps in no other subject of inquiry are
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 reason for employing a flat in preference to a sharp
 or vice versa. From the scientific laxvs and facts of
 harmony a}one, as distinguished from what we are
 somewhat disposed to think equally imperative -the
 cognate laws of melody we can as yet find no valid
 reason for settling a problem so elementary.

 Mr. Bosanquet says, " Almost all recent writers
 staRe that whenever harmony has been practised the
 chords have been made up by combining certain
 sounds of the scale at that time in use." He adds
 "As far, howerrer, as my studies have carried me
 there is no instance until quite recently in which even
 a theoretical writer has derived his chords in this
 wayy nor is there any historical authoritzT for the
 statement that they were actually so derived. Crotch
 and all the older writers derive the scale from the
 chords."

 Mr. Bosanquet seems to be deeply impressed by
 his recent researches into Crotch. Any technical
 theorist would telI him that Dr. Crotch had not
 a suggestion of his own to offer, and that his work-
 an excellent workh by-the-way is simply a compilation
 from the books, principally French, which were in
 vogue before his time.

 Crotch derives his scale from chords, according to
 the then prevailing system of " adjacent triads "-
 a system which is decidedly the "red herring" of
 musical theory, neither music nor science, neither
 Greek, nor modern, nor even good of its kind. But
 Mr. Bosanquet will remember that the same scale
 existed before the system of triads, and even before
 harmony in its modern acceptation was thought of.
 He could tell us, as a mathematician, that when in
 that very system we add a sound, the subdominant
 of tXle scale to a major triad, and are pleased to call it
 a seventh, harmony is at an end; and the principle
 of the scale, whatever it may be, physical or 2esthetical
 asserts its share of authority.

 Mr. Bosanquet seems to treat intervals as chords.
 It is quite true, as he says, that " ancient music was
 determined by the lyre tulaed in consonances." But
 the fifths and fourths he lefers to, only determined
 the framework of the scale the tetrachorcls conjunct
 or disjunct. The moment it is a question of filling
 llp the intervals and, much more in our time
 the moment it is a question of combining intervals
 into chords either the harmony or the scale has to
 succumb, and surely with musicians, time out of
 mind, it is the harmony which succumbs. We think
 Mr. Bosanquet will agree with us, that it may be
 taken as a maxim in musical theory that the two
 desiderata, " a fixed scale " and " just intonation in
 harmony," are simply incompatible. We jud;>e that
 to be his opinion from his own remarks as to the
 4' ninth " in the scale, and as to the greater importance
 of perfect fifths in harmony compared with true thirds.
 On that point we are giad to coincide with him
 completely. It is a very important point, as it
 revolutionises current notions on technical theory
 which has always run too much on questions
 of thirds.

 But knowing the tenderness with which we have
 to propose to musicians the smallest change in the
 scale, we cannot conceive how Mr. Bosanquet has
 brought himself to believe that it is " only quite
 recently " that theorists have derived their chords
 from the scale. For our parts, we cannot recall a
 single technical theorist, unless it be some one with
 a specific and exceptional craze about the series of
 harmonics, who has ever suggested anything else.
 A theorist may recommend the alteration of a scale
 or the shifting of a scale, just as violinists and
 singers do for themselves; but the point is still " the
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 the dogmas of a too microscopic "scientification "
 more easily reduced to their probable value than in
 musical theory. We say " probable value " because
 the value of a scientific dogma is what it will fetch
 in another generation, when tested by other facts and
 newer discoveries.

 THE GREAT COMPOSERS, SKETCHED BY

 THEMSELVES.

 BY JOSEPH BENNETT.
 NO. I.-HAYDN.

 IT was a saying of Roger l'Estrange that " men
 are not to be judged by their looks, habits, and ap-
 pearances, but by the character of their lives and
 conversations, and by their works." The philosopher
 might have added, " and most of all by their letters."
 On the fair white- surface which receives the im-
 pression of hopes and fears, loves and hates, desires
 and repudiations, do men leave the true stamp of
 themselves; and this is why I propose devoting a
 series of articles to the letters of the great composers.
 There can be no need for the worker in this case to
 apologise for his work, inasmuch as the danger of a
 false issue arises only from misinterpretation, the
 means of correcting which are close to every reader's
 hand. I begin with Joseph Haydn, simply premising
 that I shall say as little, and allow Haydn himself to
 say as much as possible.

 We must await the further course of Herr Pohl's
 exhaustive biography in order to know the precise
 conditions under which Haydn passed so many years
 of his life as chapel-master to the Esterhazys. But
 his correspondence gives reason to believe that he
 had a fair share of the small personal worries which
 because they touch so closely, are in their effects
 great. For instance, take this passage in a letter to
 Artaria, dated Estoras, September Z9, I782: " Now I
 oeg you will put the 25 ducats, full weight, into a little
 box, seal it up, and wrap or sew it into an oil-cloth
 cover, and write nothing on it except ' a M. Haydn,'
 for I do not desire that any of the family here should
 know of my transactions. You can deliver the box
 to the prince's porter, and only tell him that it
 contains money, and then I shall receive it quite
 safely from him." Driven to such an expedient in
 order, as is too probable, to protect his hArd-earned
 cash from extravagant feminine hands, the master is
 worthy of pity; but this was not all. He could not
 keep even his correspondence safe from the prying
 eyes which ought to have ]ooked upon that simple
 honest nature with entire trustfulness. In a letter to
 Frau von Genzinger (Estoras, May I3, I790) we read
 " My highly esteemed benefactress, this is not the
 Erst time that some of my letters, and of others also
 have been lost, inasmuch as our letter-bag on its way
 to Dedenberg (in order to have letters put into it) is
 always opened by the steward there, which has
 frequently been the cause of mistakes and other dis-
 agreeable occurrences. For greater security, how-
 ever, and to defeat such disgraceful curiosity, I will
 henceforth inclose ali my letters in a separate en-
 velope to the porter. This trick annoys me the more
 because you might justly reproach me with procras-
 tination, from which may Heaven defend me ? At
 all events the prying person, whether male or female
 cannot either in this last letter or in any of the
 others, have discovered anything in the least incon-
 sistent with propriety." But it would appear that
 Haydn unjustly suspected the folk at Dedenberg.
 The " prying person " was nearer home, and the
 master writes to his fair friend a little later (May 3o)
 " Such curiosity can do me no harm, far less your-
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 self, as the whole contents of the letter were an ac
 count of my opera ' La Vera Costanza,' performed
 in the new theatre in the Landstrasse, and about the
 French teacher who was to have come at that time
 to Estoras. You need therefore be under no un-
 easiness, dear lady either as regards the past or the
 future, for my friendship and esteem for you (tender
 as they are) can never becom.e reprehensible, having
 always before my eyes respect for your elevated
 virtues, which not only I but all who kn{>w you must
 reverence. Do not let this deter you from consoling
 me sometimes by your agreeabIe letters, as they
 are so highly necessary to cheer me in this wilder-
 ness and to soothe my de.eply wounded heart. Oh
 that I could be with you, dear lady, even for one
 quarter of an hour, to pour forth all my sorrows and
 to receive comfort from yoll ! " The .masterys Ietters
 give indication.s that in other respects than those con-
 nected with domestic relationships his life at Estoras
 was not the calm contealt generaIly pictured. As r.e-
 gards personal liberty he was little better off than a
 slave. In the letter last quoted we rea.d, " I trust
 therefore you will not be displeased with your Haydns
 who, often as his prince abse.nts himself from Estoras,
 never can obtain leave, even for four and twenty hours,
 to go to Vienna.. It i.s scarcely credible, and yet th-e
 refusal is always couched ill such polite terms and i2z
 such a manner a.s to render i.t utte.rly im.possible for me
 to urge my request for leave of absence. Well, as God
 pleases." Again, writing to Frau von Gensinger
 (June 27, I790), h.e saysf '' I am doomed to stay at
 home. What I lose by so doingyou can wiell imagine:
 it iS indeed sad always to be a slave; but Providerlce
 wills it so. I am a po.or creaturet pl.agued perpetually
 by hard work., and with few hours for recreation.
 Friends ? What do I say ? One true friend; there are
 no longer any true friend.s save one female friend.
 Oh yes! no doubt I still havJe one, but she is far
 away. Ah well ! I take refuge in my thoughts. May
 God bless her and may she never forget me.' Once
 more writing from London to the same correspondents
 Haydn exclaims, " Qh, my dear good lady, how sweet
 is some degree o£ liberty ! I had a kind prince, but
 was obliged at times to be dependent on base souls..
 I often sighed for release and now I have it in some
 measure. I am quite sensible of this benefit, thollgh
 my mind is burdened with more work. The con-
 sciousness of being no longer a bond-servant sweetens
 all my toils.' How different a state of things do these
 extracts suggest than that fondly imagined in view of
 the almost uniform serenity or cheerfulness of the
 master's music ! But I have not quoted them to
 prove that Haydn shared the troubled inheritance of
 humanity so much as to point out the meekness and
 gentleness with which he endured. He collld pour
 his cares and sorrows into the heart of a faithful
 friend, but with regard to those from whom they
 .came he knew how to be silentX never returning evil
 for evil nor railing for railing. It is a remarkable
 fact, for example, that his published letters contain
 only two references to the woman who made his
 married life so unhappy. In the Erst instance he
 begs Frau von Genzinger from London to advance
 I50 florins to Frau Haydn, and adds with character-
 istic caution, " To insure the safety of the money,
 Herr Hamberger, a good friend of mine, a man of
 tall stature, our landlord, will bring you this letter him-
 self, and you can with impunity intrust him with the
 money; but I beg you will take a receipt both from him
 7wcS fro^ 11l.y wlfe." The italics are mine. In the

 second case he i-de.ntifies Frau Haydn with a malicious
 report the very sending of which to the absent com-
 poser reveals the woman's nature: " WIy wife Wl^OtO
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